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It’s About Time

Keeping the time synchronized between your servers and wor
stations is very important for the integrity of your network

applications. This time synchronization is even more important in
a Windows 2000 environment. The default authentication protocol
for Windows 2000 is Kerberos 5. Kerberos uses the workstation
time as part of the authentication process. Because of this, it is
imperative that you synchronize the clocks on the Windows 2000
workstations and the Windows 2000 server(s). To help you with
this process, Windows 2000 introduced Windows Time
Synchronization Service, also known as Win32Time.

FINDING YOUR TIME SOURCE SERVER(S)

Windows 2000 networks uses “time source servers” to facilitate
the time synchronization process. Windows 2000 clients and
servers go through an election process to determine the authoritative
time source server. Microsoft Knowledgebase article Q216734
describes the process used for this election. The result of the election
nominates the PDC emulator FSMO of the first domain that you
created in the forest as the authoritative time source server. You can
verify this by browsing the Event Log of this server, looking for
event ID 62, as shown in Figure 1.

You can also verify which server are designated as time source
servers by using the following commands from a command prompt
on a Windows 2000 server:

browstat status

The browstat status command will produce output similar to what
is shown in Figure 2. Next, enter the following command:

browstat view \device\netbt_tcpip_{{D753A270-D8E3-4990-88BC-
6BE57FA4202A}

Note: You must replace the device name with the values displayed
from the browstat status command.

The browstat view command will produce output similar to what
is shown in Figure 3. Notice that the server \\DPW2KAS is a time
source server as designated by the TS entry.

USING AN EXTERNAL TIME SOURCE ON THE
AUTHORITATIVE TIME SOURCE SERVER

In order to maintain the correct time, you should configure
the server that acts as the authoritative time source server to

obtain its time from an external source. You do this by using the
following command:

net time /setsntp:server_list

This command directs the server to obtain its time, using the
Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP), from the server(s) listed in
the command. There are several SNTP servers that can be used for
this purpose, including:

● ntp2.usno.navy.mil
● tick.usno.navy.mil
● tock.usno.navy.mil

Note: SNTP used UDP port 123. This port must be open to the
Internet in order to synchronize your server with the servers listed.

FIGURE 1: EVENT ID 62 IS GENERATED FOR
THE AUTHORITATIVE TIME SERVER 
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For example, to utilize tick.usno.navy.mil
and tock.usno.navy.mil as your external
time sources, enter the following command:

net time /setsntp:”tick.usno.navy.mil
tock.usno.navy.mil”

Notice that you must enclose the list of
servers in parentheses and separate them
with a space.

The /setsntp switch will cause the follow-
ing registry key to be updated, as shown in
Figure 4:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlS
et\Services\W32Time\Parameters

You can verify that you updated the registry
by using the following command:

net time /querysntp

After setting your external time source, you
should test it using the following commands
from the command prompt of your authori-
tative time source server:

net stop w32time
w32tm -once
net start w32time

The first command will stop the Win32Time
service on the server. The second com-
mand will query the external time source
and synchronize your server’s clock with
the external clock. You will see a page of
messages scroll down your screen when
you enter this command. You should also
watch your server’s clock to see if you
modified the time. The last command
restarts the Win32Time service.

CLIENT CLOCK
SYNCHRONIZATION

When a Windows 2000 Professional
workstation logs into a Windows 2000
domain, the workstation is supposed to
automatically adjust its clock with a
Windows 2000 time source server. In the-
ory, this sounds good, but in practice, I
have found that the synchronization
process does not always work. As a
workaround to this, you can place the fol-
lowing command in the login script for
your Windows 2000 clients:

net time \\timeserver /set /yes

Replace “timeserver” with the name of the
server that you configured for the external
time source.

CONCLUSION

The Windows 2000 Time Service is a
complex system that you must administer
and monitor in order to maintain the viability
of your network. For more information on
the Windows 2000 Time Service, please
refer to the following Microsoft Knowledge-
base articles: Q216734, Q120944, Q156460,
Q243574, Q223184, Q224799and Q232209.

If you have any questions or comments on
this material, or have suggestions for future
topics, please feel free to email me at
johnj@fast.net.

Status for domain CORPORATE on transport \Device\NetBT_Tcpip_{D753A270-D8E3-4990-
88BC-6BE57FA4202A}

Browsing is active on domain.
Master browser name is: DPW2KAS

Master browser is running build 2195
1 backup servers retrieved from master DPW2KAS

\\DPW2KAS
There are 2 servers in domain CORPORATE on transport

\Device\NetBT_Tcpip_{D753A270-D8E3-4990-88BC-6BE57FA4202A}
There are 1 domains in domain CORPORATE on transport

\Device\NetBT_Tcpip_{D753A270-D8E3-4990-88BC-6BE57FA4202A}

FIGURE 2: OUTPUT FROM THE BROWSTAT STATUS COMMAND

Remoting NetServerEnum to \\DPW2KAS on transport \device\netbt_tcpip_{d753a270-
d8e3-4990-88bc-6be57fa4202a} with flags ffffffff
2 entries returned.  2 total. 0 milliseconds

\\DPW2KAS NT   05.00 (W,S,PDC,TS,PQ,DL,NT,MBR,02000000)
\\W2KPROJJ NT   05.00 (W,S,NT,PBR)

FIGURE 3: OUTPUT FROM THE BROWSTAT VIEW COMMAND 

FIGURE 4: THE /SETSNTP SWITCH WILL UPDATE YOUR SERVER’S REGISTRY 


